Important Information:

Health Choice Enrollment & Waiting List Notification

Dear Parent/Guardian:

Recently you applied for health insurance for your child. Although your child was found to be eligible for NC Health Choice for Children, he/she could not be enrolled immediately because our budget limits the number of children the program can cover. We have already reached the current limit.

Your child’s name has been added to a statewide waiting list for Health Choice insurance. All eligible children are placed on the waiting list in the order in which their application was received. As money becomes available, applications for children on the waiting list will be reopened. Unfortunately, we cannot predict when this will happen.

When your child's application is reopened, you will get a letter in the mail. You will not have to complete another application. You will be asked a few questions to help us confirm that your child is still eligible. Then, you will need to mail or bring the letter to your local department of social services.

For more information, contact your local department of social services or call the NC Family Health Resource Line at 1-800-367-2229.
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